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OrgVue 2.18 Highlights

GIZMO

NEW

ENHANCED

• Multiple hierarchies for visualising matrix reporting and associated operating structure

• Charting the aggregated values side by side in Delta report

• Creating new datasets based on a template with the property definition and baseline data

• Renaming datasets from the Home Screen

• Pause and Go buttons on Chart controls

• A warning message in IE when memory usage climbs to 1.2 GB to preserve stability

• Better startup performance, significantly reducing the time to load the home screen

• Able to load datasets exceeding 50,000 nodes and 100 properties

• Better performance in all date based dashboards

• Dataset mode in Lookups

• Advanced search grammar (Find command)

• Zooming and more interactions in Tree view

• date().[year|quarter|month|week|day]

• date().anniversary()

• min and max on dates

• datediffnow

• node.format()

• node.math()

DASHBOARD • Data Types and Patterns

• Box Grid

• Waterfall

• Calendar

• Gantt chart



What’s new in version 2.18
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Multiple Parent IDs and Parentby 

Set up and view multiple hierarchies in the same organisation 

Parentby dropdown

Set up an alternative hierarchy

Switch between multiple hierarchies

1

2

It is common to have multiple hierarchies in 

organisational data.

Case 1. Matrix reporting

The alternative hierarchy share the same 

primary key, but different parent key.

Case 2. Visualising business unit

Both the id and parentid properties are 

different.

In this case, a property can be tagged with a 

special tag “parent:key” to indicate the 

property of which it is the parent

View your organisation structure from multiple points of view

NEW
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Dataset property in Delta report

Compare the two datasets side by side 

In order to chart the difference 

between 2 datasets, the Delta 

report feature was implemented 

in OrgVue. Sometimes, it would 

be helpful not to chart the net 

difference between those 2 

datasets, but to be able to view 

the aggregate values side by 

side

Quickly compare scenarios

NEW
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Template datasets

Create new datasets based on a template with the property definition and 

baseline data

Mark a dataset as a template via tagging Once a template dataset has been tagged, a 

new ‘Add from template’ button will appear

Clicking on        will present a dialog from 

which to select the template to use

1 2

3

Save a copy of a dataset in a different tab without opening the dataset

NEW
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Pencil icon

Edit the name of the dataset from the Home Screen

Clicking on the pencil icon when hovering 

over a dataset on the Home Screen

You can now edit the name of the 

dataset in a dialog

Rename multiple datasets from the home page quickly without opening them

NEW
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Pause and Go buttons

Pause and Go visualisations

Make multiple changes before redrawing the visualisations, increasing performance

Single click when on play to ‘Pause’1

Single click when on pause to ‘Play2

Double click when on pause to go 

back to ‘Auto-Play’

3

NEW
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Warning message

OrgVue will display a warning message in IE when Flash player memory 

usage climbs to 1.2 GB 

When you see this message, you should save 

your work and close you browser before restarting 

a new OrgVue session

If an error is thrown, and OrgVue cannot recover 

from it, the following error message will be 

displayed

Tip
Running under IE, there is an upper memory limit of 

1.5GB. If Flash usage exceeds this threshold, IE will 

suspend or crash the Flash Player. 

In this case, you should quit the application 

altogether and restart since OrgVue may have 

become unstable until you do so

Warning before Internet Explorer stops Flash1 When an unhandled error occurs 2

NEW

Easier to maintain your progress in spite of errors



Enhanced for faster and easier use
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Scaled up

OrgVue is now able to work with datasets exceeding 50,000 nodes and 

100 properties

Deletion of nodes Building of parking lots Loading data from cache

Generating PDFs

Tip
Large datasets will require larger amounts of RAM. Performance will be affected by the performance and RAM availability 

of you computer. We recommend a minimum of 4GB RAM, and 2.5GHz processor

ENHANCED
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Dataset mode in Lookups (1/2)

In Dataset mode you can select any dataset, and the imported properties 

are available for use in charts, dashboards, pivot view and expressions

Unlike when performing an Auto lookup, all properties 

and their definitions will be imported from the lookup 

dataset

Dataset mode allows you to select 

any dataset, either from the Lookups 

tab, or a dataset tagged as “lookup” 

in any other tab

Tip
In Dataset mode, the dataset need not share 

the same name as the property key, but the 

lookup will always be performed against the 

id field of the lookup dataset …and made available for use in charts, dashboards, 

the pivot view

Dataset mode allows moving data out of the main dataset and into the lookups, achieving 

significant performance gain 

ENHANCED
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Dataset mode in Lookups (2/2)

In Dataset mode you can select any dataset, and the imported properties 

are available for use in charts, dashboards, pivot view and expressions

The imported properties can be accessed via 

expressions, just as they are in Auto lookups

If a color property has been defined in the 

lookup, this will be used when choosing to color 

by the looked up property

ENHANCED

Dataset mode allows moving data out of the main dataset and into the lookups, achieving 

significant performance gain 
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Advanced search

Search rapidly through nodes using advanced Find command

Searching for phrases

Search grammar similar to the email applications

Searching for clauses

More examples…

Quickly search for the nodes meeting multiple conditions

ENHANCED
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Interactive Tree 1

Hovering the mouse over a node in the Expression Results highlights the 

node in the Tree

The mouse is on the Tyler Swift 

circle in the Expression Results 

panel 

Tyler Swift in the tree 

is highlighted

Locate the employee from the Expression Results in the organisational hierarchy

ENHANCED
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Interactive Tree 2

Clicking on the circle of a node in the Expression Results Centers on the 

node in the Tree, and Double-clicking it Zooms the node

Double-Click on the circle of 

Tyler Swift in the Expression 

Results panel 

Tyler Swift’s card is centred 

on and zoomed

Immediately center on and zoom the node you are interested in the Tree

ENHANCED
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Interactive Tree 3

Hovering over the cards in the Tree updates the Expression Results

1 2 3

1

32

Provide a rapid way of exploring aggregates in the hierarchy

ENHANCED



Quick introduction to new dashboards
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Data Types and Patterns

Provide summary and detailed patterns of the datasets

Immediately understand data patterns and spot the error types in your datasets

DASHBOARD

Summary view provides top facts about the 

dataset including properties, hierarchy and 

overall data completeness

Detail view shows categories 

for dimension properties and 

patterns for measure 

properties

Expand
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Box Grid

Provide a first glance of organisational structure and offers flexible cross-

sectional analysis

See hierarchical structure and various cross-sections in the datasets at a glance

DASHBOARD

Tip
The Box Grid 

dashboard is 

interactive – you can 

drag and drop any 

sub section in the 

dashboard into the 

Parking lot for further 

actions
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Waterfall

Use history data to show headcount change over time, and also displays 

start and end values to show net change

Showing headcount change 

over time, joiner/leaver 

analysis, ability to split by 

department, gender, 

qualification level etc.

See flux of employees over time as well as net change

DASHBOARD
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Calendar

Aggregate and visualise date type data on the calendar

Effectively view date type information about employees on the calendar

The example shows the heat map 

with count of employees started in 

each month

DASHBOARD
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Gantt Chart

Show start and end dates of the elements 

See the lengths between the two time points across the organisation at a glance 

Gantt Chart effectively 

visualises the length between 

the two dates.

The examples show the start

and leave dates of each 

employee, and the completion 

vs target dates of project 

objectives.

The chart can be sort by and

color by any dimension/ 

measure, e.g. gender or RAG 

status

DASHBOARD



Additions to Gizmo
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New Gizmo expressions

date().[year|quarter|month|week|day]

node.birthday.year

date().anniversary()

node.birthday.anniversary().age('d')

min and max on dates

nodes().startdate.max

datediffnow takes units

node.leavedate.datediff(node.startdate,'y')

node.format()

node.format("{fullname} ({department})")

node. Math()

Calculating Bradford Factor:

node.math("absences * absences * total_days_absent")

calculating total compensation:

node.math("monthly_salary * 12 + annual_bonus")

GIZMO
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For the latest discussions, questions and ideas please sign into the 

OrgVue Forum using your OrgVue username and password. 

If you encounter any problems with the new release please contact 

support@orgvue.com

If you have any further suggestions for updates and new functionality you would 

like to see in OrgVue let us know! We love to hear from you and enjoy a 

challenge!

Thank you. We hope you enjoy the new release.

http://www.portal.orgvue.com/
mailto:support@orgvue.com

